
Log Cabin
Buyer's
Guide

Discover a Log Cabin which has
everything you need.
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1) Main Use

A Log Cabin can be used in all so rts
of ways to suit your family's needs.
From workshop to summerhouse,

garden storage to a garden
office, these stunning garden

buildings provide you with the ideal
unit you can use all year round.
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Seattle Home Office

This fantastic garden building has 28mm, 35mm
and 44mm cladding options. Two opening
windows create a comfortable environment to
work in, no matter what the weather and the
traditional roof looks great in any garden.

Kent Garden Office

If you are looking for the ultimate garden office,
the Kent is a Log Cabin you should consider. This
unit offers multiple rooms, extra sturdy T&G in
thicknesses ranging from 28mm to 70mm thick,
meaning you can comfortably use this building all
year round. Choose from traditional or modern
windows and doors. 

Dorset Log Cabin

The Dorset provides you with a great garden
office. Georgian or modern windows suit your style
and a handy lean-to is optional for extra storage. 

Garden Office
The garden provides a quiet working
environment, away from distractions of
the home. Our Log Cabins offer a luxury
build that you can kit out with all your
office furniture and create a garden office
which is perfect for you. 
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Devon Log Cabin

Our Devon Log Cabin is a modern summerhouse
which is available in many sizes. Long windows
and an extra tall design, provide you with a
building that you can enjoy all year round. 

Winchester Log Cabin 

This spacious log cabin has a beautifully crafted
Alpine roof and overhanging verandah. The
striking building makes a perfect space for
entertaining or relaxing with family and friends.

Village Hall Log Cabin 

This fantastic, spacious log cabin provides the
ultimate summerhouse for your garden. This unit
also has a charming roof dormer feature. Choose
from modern, contemporary or Georgian, classic
styling and a range of strong cladding options
which go up to 70mm thicknesses. We also offer
great floor options and roof options.

Summer House
Our Log Cabin's make ideal use
as summerhouses. Whether you need a
compact or large unit, we offer a huge
range of traditional and modern
summerhouses and here are just some.
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Traditional Log Cabin  

Our traditional log cabin provides a great
workshop for your garden. Solid, wooden doors
offer a more private building and strong T&G
cladding also provides you with a heavy-duty build.
You have the option of an additional lean-to in
19mm or 28mm T&G for extra storage.

Alpine Workshop Log Cabin 

The design of the Alpine Workshop looks stylish, as
well as being a fantastic quality build for your
garden. The overhanging verandah provides shade
for the build as well as a striking feature. Choose
from classic, Georgian windows or more modern
style windows to suit your own tastes. 

Clubman Log Cabin

The Clubman is a log cabin which could easily be
used as a workshop. The unit features half-glazed
double doors, two opening windows and an 11mm
thick T&G floor and roof. This garden building will
provide you with a great space to spend time in.

Workshop
As our Log Cabins are built using a strong
and sturdy construction, they naturally
make a great workshop for your garden. 
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Pent Log Cabin Heavy Duty Shed  

This heavy-duty shed has been designed with a
Pent roof, which makes the ideal, modern Log
Cabin for garden storage. The build is available in
19mm or 28mm T&G and has a great range of
options to make it perfect storage for your garden.

Apex Log Cabin Heavy Duty Shed 

Our Apex unit has a traditional style which is
perfect for traditional gardens. Available in 19mm
or 28mm T&G construction, this heavy-duty shed
also comes with a range of options, including floor,
shelving, guttering and more. 

Pent Log Cabin heavy Duty Bike Store 

This unit is the ultimate heavy-duty bike store.
Keep your bikes safe and secure in this fantastic
unit, designed with strength in mind.

Garden Storage
If you are looking for extra storage space
and need a garden building that has a
solid and sturdy construction, a Log Cabin
is a great choice for your garden.

We offer some fantastic windowless Log
Cabin stores which are designed to store
your items safely out of sight. 
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Modern

Alternatively, if you are looking for a Log Cabin
with a modern appearance, we have a range of
contemporary units which will offer you a
comfortable space for your modern garden and
tastes. 

Log Cabins which have been designed with a
modern style, include features such as a pent roof
and long, modern windows, so you can always find
a garden building which reflects your style.

Traditional 

Many of our Log Cabin's have been designed with
an Apex or Reverse Apex roof, which fits perfectly
into any traditional garden setting. 

If you would like a traditional style log cabin, we
also offer features such as Georgian bar windows
and an overhanging verandah. Our log cabins are
created with great style as well as high-quality
construction in mind. 

2) Style
Our Log Cabin's are available in a variety
of styles to suit your personal
preferences and needs. We offer
traditional Apex and Reverse Apex
buildings, as well as more modern Pent
style Log Cabins. 
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Solid Construction

Our log cabins are built to last and this is reflected
in the strong T&G construction. We offer a choice
of thicknesses to suit your required needs. Choose
from 28mm, 35mm, 44mm and 70mm thicknesses.

Our 28mm is Single Tongue and our 35mm is
Single Tongue and 25% thicker than 28mm. The
44mm is Double Tongue and 57% thicker than
28mm. Lastly, 70mm is our heavy-duty option.

Weatherproof Design

Not only do the interlocking T&G boards offer a
solid unit, but they also give excellent protection
from the elements. Combined with great roof
cover, you needn't worry about your Log Cabin in
bad weather and you can use the garden
building all year round.

3) Wooden
Construction
We use a premium construction with our
Log Cabins, to provide you with a solid
and reliable garden building which you
can use all year round. 
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Double Doors 

If you will be using your Log Cabin for entertaining
during summer, you may want a unit which is
easily accessible. For this reason, all our Log
Cabins have double doors in different styles to
best suit the purpose of the building. 

We have a range of double doors available for our
cabins, with long and modern or classic Georgian
styles and solid wooden doors which are great for
a Log Cabin workshop or storage use. 

Windowed or Windowless

For a Log Cabin Summerhouse, you will want a
building that lets plenty of natural light into the
building, creating a comfortable space to spend
time in. Most of our Log Cabins are designed with
windows. 

However, we do have some builds specifically
designed to be windowless or have fewer
windows, providing you with a private unit that
keeps your items safely out of sight.

4) Access
Whether you want a windowed or
windowless unit, our Log Cabins have
been designed with great features that
make accessing them just that bit easier. 
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Premium Heavy Duty Floor

For a heavy duty floor which can take the weight of
heavy items and withstand constant use, you will
want to opt for our 28mm Tongue and Groove
floor. This premium option is great for anyone who
wants to use their Log Cabin as a workshop. 

Standard T&G Floor 

Our interlocking tongue and groove boards
provide a strong and solid floor for your Log Cabin.
Our standard options are 11mm and 19mm. The
T&G has a smooth finish and the interlocking
nature of this technique denies water entry. 

Basic Bearers 

if you prefer, you can also opt for no floor and just
pressure treated bearers for your Log Cabin. With
just bearers, you can create your own bespoke
floor for your garden building. 

5) Floor Options
We offer different floor options for our
Log Cabins, from seasonal flooring use to
heavy duty usage which is designed for
taking the weight of heavier items. 
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Roof Material

We supply an 11mm T&G roof as standard with
our Log Cabins. This has a smooth finish and looks
stylish inside the garden building. We also provide
a 19mm tongue and groove roof for a heavy-duty
alternative if you prefer. The interlocking nature of
the T&G works effectively to keep water out and
provide good protection for the roof of the
building.

Roof Cover

Log Cabins require roof cover to keep them fully
protected from the elements. We offer a choice of
roof cover to ensure you have a roof which is well
equipped for the worst of the weather.

Mineral felt is an upgraded version of sand felt
which we supply as standard roof cover for Log
Cabins. Mineral felt provides good protection and
tacks are included as standard.

For a premium cover, we recommend shingles as
these are made from thicker material than roofing
felt and have the appearance of roofing tiles.

6) Roof Options
We offer a great range of roof options for
our Log Cabins, with heavy-duty and
standard roof options included. 
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Shop Log Cabins
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